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1 Aims and purpose

Machines that register when a user is emotional, machines that express emotions,
and machines that reason about the appropriate emotion in a given situation - what
used to be regarded as science fiction not long ago is starting to become a reality.
Many systems that implement one or the other aspect of this kind of behaviour are
being built and show first successes in individual aspects of these complex tasks.
From the point of view of applications, the modelling of emotion-related states in
technological systems can be important for two reasons.

1. To enhance computer-mediated or human-machine communication. Emotions
are a basic part of human communication and should therefore be taken into
account, e.g. in emotional chat systems or emphatic voice boxes. This involves
specification, analysis and display of emotion related states.

2. To enhance systems’ processing efficiency. Emotion and intelligence are strongly
interconnected. The modelling of human emotions in computer processing can
help to build more efficient systems, e.g. using emotional models for time-
critical decision enforcement.

For early systems, it is acceptable - even inevitable - to use ad hoc representa-
tions. For example, an early emotion recognition system may use simple words such
as “happy”, “angry”, “sad” to describe its recognition outputs; an emotion-related
reasoner program may conclude that a “good event” should trigger the emotion
of “joy”; and an early expressive system may mix up behavioural with emotional
labels, and use “happy” or “smiling” interchangeably. Such ad hoc solutions, tailor-
made to the requirements of the immediate application domain, are fine as long as
the various systems are not trying to communicate with each other.

However, more recently, integrated emotion-oriented computing systems are ap-
pearing, which typically consist of multiple components covering various aspects of
data interpretation, reasoning, and behaviour generation. In this case, the need for
a standardised way of representing emotions and related states is becoming clear:
emotion-related information needs to be represented at the interfaces between sys-
tem components in a way that allows one system component to make sense of the
output from another component. We call such a representation an ”emotion markup
language”. This chapter describes a number of basic considerations that should be
addressed by an emotion markup language.

A standardised way to mark up the data needed by such “emotion-oriented sys-
tems” has the potential to boost development both in academia and industry primar-
ily because

(a) data that was annotated in a standardised way can be interchanged between
systems more easily, thereby simplifying the reuse of emotional databases;

(b) the standard can be used to facilitate the creation of reusable submodules of
emotion processing systems, e.g. submodules for the recognition of emotion
from text, speech or multimodal input;
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(c) the use of a standardised technology in a new endeavor can help to ensure that
best-practice experiences from previous projects are taken into account.

The present contribution provides an overview of work in the area of representing
emotions in technological systems. A number of existing markup and representa-
tion languages containing elements of emotion representation are briefly presented.
However, the main focus of the chapter is on the considerations that should underlie
a standardised, reusable representation. In that context, the chapter draws on recent
work in the W3C Emotion Incubator Group (http://www.w3.org/2005/
Incubator/emotion/), an international endeavour investigating the prospects
of defining a general-purpose Emotion annotation and representation language. We
present the outcomes of the group’s work regarding the kinds of application scenar-
ios (“use cases”) which would benefit from a standardised emotion representation,
and the requirements towards such a representation that arise from the use cases.
We discuss how these requirements relate to existing scientific work in the area of
emotion research. Finally, we formulate a number of alternatives for representing
the emotions on a technical level, pointing out strengths and weaknesses of various
design choices.

2 Related work

Wherever emotion-related behaviour is to be analysed from user behaviour or gen-
erated in system behaviour, there is a need to represent emotional states and re-
lated information. Thorough and scientifically well-founded representations are be-
ing proposed in the context of data annotation, and are described elsewhere in this
book (Douglas et al. 2090).

Representations aimed at being used in technological systems, on the other hand,
have generally been shaped by application concerns; indeed, the investigation of
appropriate means and models to represent emotion related states in technological
systems is going on since first such trials have been performed. In emotion recogni-
tion research, the preliminary state of the art - only a small number of distinct states
can be reasonably recognised - has required only simple class labels to represent
the emotional states. In research systems generating emotional behaviour, on the
other hand, emotion representations have been built into several markup languages.
For example, the Virtual Human Markup Language VHML (Gustavsson et al. 2001)
was created in order to control the behaviour of animated characters (virtual hu-
mans); in addition to markup for facial animation, speech synthesis, dialogue man-
agement etc., the specification also contains a section for representing emotions. The
actual representations are very simple: a set of nine emotions is encoded directly as
XML elements, e.g.:

Example 1. Representation of a simple emotion
<afraid intensity=“40”>
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Do I have to go to the dentist?
</afraid>

The Affective Presentation Markup Language APML (de Carolis et al. 2004)
provides an attribute “affect” to encode an emotion category for an utterance (a
“performative”) or for a part of it:

Example 2. Affective Presentation Markup Language (APML)
<performative affect= “afraid”>
Do I have to go to the dentist?
</performative>

The Rich Representation Language RRL (Krenn et al. 2002) uses an element
“emotion”, embedded in a dialogue act, to represent the emotion. The emotion cat-
egory and its intensity can be expressed, as well as the three emotion dimensions
“activation”, “evaluation” and “power”. In addition, there is a conceptual distinc-
tion between feeling and expressing an emotion:

Example 3. Rich Representation Language (RRL)
<dialogueAct>
...
<emotion>
<emotionExpressed type=“afraid” intensity=“0.3” activation=“0.3”
evaluation=“-0.6” power=“-0.3”/>
</emotion>
<sentence><text>Do I have to go to the dentist?</text>...</sentence>
</dialogueAct>

All these languages include the representation of an emotional state as one aspect
in a complex representation oriented towards the generation of behaviour for an em-
bodied conversational agent (ECA). None of the representations aim for reusabil-
ity in different contexts, and none reach a representational power coming any-
where near the complexity considered to be necessary in emotion research (see e.g.
(Cowie et al. 2090)).

The Emotion Annotation and Representation Language EARL (Schröder 2006)
was introduced as an attempt to address both issues: reusability and a representation
approaching what is considered scientifically necessary. It can represent emotions
alternatively in terms of categories, dimensions or appraisals; the intensity of the
state can be indicated; several kinds of regulation are previewed, e.g. the simulation,
suppression or amplified expression of an emotional state; complex emotions can be
represented, as in situations of regulation or when more than one emotion is present.
For example:

Example 4. Emotion Annotation and Representation Language (EARL)
<emotion category=“afraid” intensity=“0.4” suppress=“0.6” activation=“0.3”
evaluation=“-0.6” power=“-0.3”>
Do I have to go to the dentist?
</emotion>
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In view of generic use, several ways of defining the scope of the emotion were
previewed in EARL: simply embedding the annotated content (as in the above ex-
ample), cross-linking, or the indication of start and end times. Furthermore, the ac-
tual lists of categories, dimensions and appraisals to use were designed to be flexible,
giving the user a choice of using a label set appropriate for a specific use.

One major difference between EARL and ECA-related languages such as VHML,
APML or RRL is the fact that EARL explicitly excludes the description of be-
haviour, linguistic structures, facial expressions etc. It aims to be a specialised,
plug-in language to be used in combination with other languages. The advantage
of this design approach is that it is easier to add emotion representation to a variety
of systems. In particular, where a system already exists, it is possible to complement
the existing representations with an emotion plug-in language such as EARL. For
example, a multimodal dialogue system could add some emotional competence by
using EARL at the interface between its processing components: the output of a fa-
cial analysis system could include a classifier’s estimation of the emotions present
and the respective probabilities, encoded in EARL; a subsequent dialogue manager
could interpret the emotion, and generate an emotionally coloured reaction, again
using an EARL representation to transmit the intended expression to the audio and
visual generation components. The use of a standardised emotion representation lan-
guage would increase the chance that components can be reused and/or integrated
in different systems.

The difficulty faced by any standard, and especially in the context of emotions
where so many different views exist on what an emotion is and how it can be de-
fined and described, is satisfying everyone without becoming overly complex. A
language will only be used if it provides what users need; at the same time, the lan-
guage should not become too complicated, so that it is easy enough to understand
how to use it. For that reason, it is essential to get a clear picture of what poten-
tial users require from a markup language. The following two sections describe, in
some detail, how the W3C Emotion Incubator Group has attempted to answer that
question.

3 Use cases

In order to compile a new technological framework, it is good practice to start with
a collection of descriptions of situations in which the need for such a framework
might arise (“use cases”). So as a first step, the Emotion Incubator group gathered
together as complete a set of use cases as possible for the language, with two primary
goals in mind: to gain an understanding of the many possible ways in which this
language could be used, including the practical needs which have to be served; and
to determine the scope of the language by defining which of the use cases would
be suitable for such a language and which would not. Individual use cases were
grouped into three broad categories: Data Annotation, Emotion Recognition and
Emotion Generation. Many of the individual use case scenarios fall clearly into one
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of the categories; however, naturally, some cross the boundaries between categories.
The types of use cases identified are summarised below.

3.1 Data Annotation

The Data Annotation use cases comprise a broad range of scenarios involving hu-
man annotation of the emotion contained in some data, e.g. speech samples or video
clips. These scenarios show a broad range with respect to the material being anno-
tated, the way this material is collected, the way the emotion itself is represented,
and, notably, which kinds of additional information about the emotion are being
annotated.

One simple case is the annotation of plain text with emotion dimensions, no-
tably valence, as well as with emotion categories and intensities. Recent work on
naturalistic multimodal emotional recordings has compiled a much richer set of an-
notation elements (Douglas et al. 2090), and has argued that a proper representation
of these aspects is required for an adequate description of the inherent complexity in
naturally occurring emotional behaviour. Examples of such additional annotations
are multiple emotions that co-occur in various ways (e.g., as blended emotions, as
a quick sequence, as one emotion masking another one), regulation effects such
as simulation or attenuation, confidence of annotation accuracy, or the description
of the annotation of one individual versus a collective annotation. Data is often
recorded by actors rather then observed in naturalistic settings. Here, it may be de-
sirable to represent the quality of the acting, in addition to the intended and possibly
the perceived emotion. With respect to requirements, Data Annotation poses the
most complex kinds of requirements towards an emotion markup language, because
many of the subtleties humans can perceive are far beyond the capabilities of today’s
technology.

3.2 Emotion Recognition

The general context of the Emotion Recognition use case has to do with low- and
mid-level features which can be automatically detected, either offline or online, from
human-human and human-machine interaction. In the case of low-level features,
these can be facial features, such as Action Units (AUs) (Ekman and Friesen 1978)
or MPEG 4 facial action parameters (FAPs) (Tekalp and Ostermann 2000), speech
features related to prosody (Devillers et al. 2005) or language, or other, less fre-
quently investigated modalities, such as bio signals, like heart rate or skin conduc-
tivity (e.g. (Picard et al. 2001)). All of the above can be used in the context of emo-
tion recognition to provide emotion labels or extract emotion-related cues, such as
smiling, shrugging or nodding, eye gaze and head pose, etc. These features can
then be transferred into higher levels of abstraction, stored for further processing
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or reused to synthesise expressivity in an embodied conversational agent (ECA)
(Bevacqua et al. 2006).

In the case of unimodal recognition, the most prominent examples are speech and
facial expressivity analysis. Regarding speech prosody and language, the CEICES
data collection and processing initiative (Batliner et al. 2006) as well as exploratory
extensions to automated call centres (Burkhardt et al. 2005) are the main factors that
define the essential features and functionality of this use case.

Furthermore, individual modalities can be merged, either at feature- or decision-
level, to provide multimodal recognition (Castellano et al. 2008) (McIntyre and Göcke 2008).
A fusion on the feature level means that the classifier combines features from sev-
eral modalities and decides on the basis of the unified features. An alternative would
the classification (or recognition) based on the outcome of several classifiers, one
for each modality (decision level). Features and timing information (duration, peak,
slope, etc.) from individual modalities are still present, but an integrated emotion la-
bel is also assigned to the multimedia file or stream in question. In addition to this, a
confidence measure for each feature and decision assists in providing flexibility and
robustness in automatic or user-assisted methods.

3.3 Emotion Generation

The use cases in the Generation category were divided into three further sub cate-
gories, dealing with the simulation of modelled emotional processes, the generation
of face and body gestures and the generation of emotional speech.

The first sub set of generation use cases are termed ’Affective Reasoner’, to de-
note emotion modelling and simulation. The use cases in this category have a num-
ber of common elements that represented triggering the generation of an emotional
behaviour according to a specified model or mapping. In general, emotion eliciting
events are passed to an emotion generation system that maps the event to an emo-
tion state which could then be realised as a physical representation, e.g. as gestures,
speech or behavioural actions as described in the use cases of the other two sub sets.

The second sub set deals with the generation of automatic facial and body ges-
tures for characters. With these use cases, the issue of the range of possible outputs
from emotion generation systems becomes apparent. While all focused on generat-
ing human facial and body gestures, the possible range of systems that they con-
nect to is large, meaning the possible mappings or output schema would be large.
Both software and robotic systems are represented and as such the generated ges-
ture information could be sent to both software and hardware based systems on any
number of platforms. While a number of standards are available for animation that
are used extensively within academia (e.g., MPEG-4 (Tekalp and Ostermann 2000),
BML (Kopp et al. 2006)), they are by no means common in industry.

The final sub set is primarily focused on issues surrounding emotional speech
synthesis, dialogue events and paralinguistic events. Similar to the previous sub sets,
this is also complicated by the wide range of possible systems to which the gener-
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ating system will pass its information. There does not seem to be a widely used
common standard, even though the range is not quite as diverse as with facial and
body gestures. Some of these systems make use of databases of emotional responses
and as such might use an emotion language as a method of storing and retrieving
this information.

4 Requirements for an emotion markup language

How useful is a markup language for emotions? This crucially depends on its ability
to provide the representations required in a given use case.

The Emotion Incubator Group has analysed the above-mentioned use cases in or-
der to make the implicit requirements contained in the descriptions explicit; to struc-
ture them in a way that reduces complexity; and to agree on the boundaries between
what should be included in the language itself, and where suitable links to other
kinds of representations should be used. Given the thematic breadth of use cases,
the integration of requirements from all the use cases into one coherent document
was not straightforward. For example, many application domains have their own
specific kinds of expressive behaviour that are important and that must be linked
with the emotion representation. Also, what is called “input” in the case of recog-
nising emotions, such as a facial expression, would be called “output” in the case
of generation, and vice versa. Therefore, to delimit the area to be covered by the
emotion markup language, and in order to find a common vocabulary that can be
used across application domains, two basic principles were agreed.

1. The emotion language should not try to represent sensor data, facial expres-
sions, etc., but define a way of interfacing with external representations of such
data.

2. The use of system-centric vocabulary such as “input” and “output” should be
avoided. Instead, concept names should be chosen by following the phenomena
observed, such as “experiencer”, “trigger”, or “observable behaviour”.

The resulting requirements are reported in detail in the Final Report of the W3C
Emotion Incubator Group (Schröder 2007); the key elements are summarised in the
following.

4.1 Core emotion description

For the emotion (or emotion-related state) itself, three types of representation are
envisaged, which can be used individually or in combination.

• Emotion categories (words) are symbolic shortcuts for complex, integrated states;
an application using them needs to take care to define their meaning properly in
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the application context. The emotion markup should provide a generic mech-
anism to represent broad and small sets of possible emotion-related states. It
should be possible to choose a set of emotion categories (a label set), because
different applications need different sets of emotion labels.

• Alternatively, or in addition, emotion can be represented using a set of continu-
ous dimensional scales, representing core elements of subjective feeling and of
people’s conceptualisation of emotions. As for emotion categories, it is not pos-
sible to predefine a normative set of dimensions. Instead, the language should
provide a “default” set of dimensions, such as arousal, valence and power, that
can be used if there are no specific application constraints, but allow the user to
“plug in” a custom set of dimensions if needed.

• As a third way to characterise emotions and related states, appraisal scales can
be used, which provide details of the individual’s evaluation of their environ-
ment. Examples include novelty, goal significance, or compatibility with one’s
standards.

• Finally, it may potentially be relevant to characterise emotions in terms of the
action tendencies that accompany them, such as approach or avoidance.

Other concepts that appear to be necessary for describing the “core” of an emo-
tion include:

• the intensity of an emotion;
• the representation of multiple and complex emotions, in cases where emotions

may be co-occurring (such as being sad about one thing and angry about another
at the same time), or in cases of regulation;

• regulation, i.e. the complex of phenomena where an experiencer modifies the
emotion itself or its expression, e.g. by masking, inhibiting, simulating, etc.;

• and temporal aspects of the emotion. A generic mechanism for temporal scope
should allow different ways to specify temporal aspects, such as start and end
times, start time and duration, timing relative to another entity (e.g., “start 2 sec-
onds before an utterance starts and end with the second noun-phrase...”). In ad-
dition, a sampling mechanism providing values for a parameter at evenly spaced
time intervals would allow for the description of continuous values such as in-
tensity or dimensional scales as they change over time1.

4.2 Meta information about emotion description

Three additional requirements with respect to meta information have been elabo-
rated:
1 Note that the timing of any associated behaviour, triggers etc. is covered in section “Links to the
rest of the world”...
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1. information concerning the degree of acting of emotional displays; so, a mech-
anism should be defined to add special attributes for acted emotions such as
perceived naturalness, authenticity, quality, etc.;

2. information related to confidences and probabilities of emotional annotations.
The emotion markup should provide a generic attribute for representing the
confidence (or, inversely, uncertainty) of any aspect of the representation. For
example, such an attribute can be used to reflect the confidence of a human
annotator that the particular value is as stated (e.g., a confidence of 0.8 that a
subject’s expression corresponds to the emotion “happiness”). More generally,
it may be necessary to represent such a confidence with respect to each level of
representation: intensity, degree of acting, etc.;

3. and finally the modalities involved (e.g. face, voice, body posture or hand ges-
tures, but also lighting, font shape, etc.).

All of this information thereby applies to each annotated emotion separately.

4.3 Links to the “rest of the world”

In order to be properly connected to the kinds of data relevant in a given application
scenario, several kinds of links are required, referring to external media objects or
to a position on a time-line within a media file. Start and end times are important
to mark onset and offset of an emotional episode. Relevant information to link to
can be of various sorts, so that a mechanism should be defined for flexibly assigning
meaning to a link. A reasonable initial set of meanings for such links to the “rest of
the world” should include: the experiencer, i.e. the person who “has” the emotion;
the observable behaviour “expressing” it; the trigger, cause, or eliciting event of an
emotion; and the object or target of the emotion, that is, what the emotion is about.

4.4 Global metadata

Representing emotion, be it for annotation, detection or generation, requires the de-
scription of the context not directly related to the description of emotion per se but
also the description of a more global context which is required for exploiting the
representation of the emotion in a given application. Examples are data on person(s)
like ID, date of birth, gender, language, personality traits, culture or level of exper-
tise as labeller, information about the intended application (e.g. purpose of classi-
fication; application type - call centre data, online game, etc.; possibly, application
name and version) and furthermore, it should be possible to specify the technical
environment, for example, links to the particular camera properties, sensors used
(model, configuration, specifics), or indeed any kind of environmental data. Finally,
information on the social and communicative environment will be required, such as
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the type of collected data or the situational context in which an interaction occurs
(number of people, relations, link to description of individual participants).

5 Different descriptive schemes for emotions

5.1 Glancing at theories

The collection of use cases and subsequent definition of requirements presented
so far was performed in a predominantly bottom-up fashion, and thus provides a
strongly application centered, engineering driven perspective. The purpose of this
section is to put this into a more theory centered perspective. A representation lan-
guage should be as theory independent as possible but by no means ignorant of psy-
chological theories. Therefore a crosscheck to which extent components of existing
psychological models of emotion are mirrored in the currently collected require-
ments is performed.

The old Indian tale of the blind men and the elephant gained some popularity
in the psychological literature as an allegory for the conceptual difficulties to come
up with unified and uncontroversial descriptions of complex phenomena such as
emotions. In this tale several blind men, who never have encountered an elephant
before, try to come up with an understanding of the nature of this unknown object.
Depending on the body part each of them touches they provide strongly diverging
descriptions. An elephant seems to be best described as a rope if you hang to its tail
only, is an ensemble of columns if you just touched its legs, appears as a piece of
cloth if you encountered its ears etc.

This metaphor fits nicely with the multitude of definitions and models currently
available in the scientific literature on emotions, which come with a fair amount of
terminological confusion added on top. Cowie et al. (Cowie et al. 2090) give a very
good overview. There are no commonly accepted answers to the questions on how
to model the underlying mechanism that are causing emotions, on how to classify
them, on whether to use categorical or dimensional descriptions etc. But leaving
these questions aside, there is a core set of concepts that are quite readily accepted
to be essential components of emergent emotions.

One terminological issue quite relevant for the discussion in this section is the
semantics of the term emotion itself, which has been used in a broad and a narrow
sense.

In its narrow sense, used e.g. by Scherer, the term refers to what is also called
a prototypical emotional episode (Russell and Feldman 1999), full blown emotion,
emergent emotion (Cowie et al. 2090): a short, intensive, clearly event triggered
emotional event, of which fear when encountering a bear in the woods and fleeing
in terror is the favourite example.

Especially in technological contexts there is a tendency to use the term emo-
tion(al) in a broad sense, in its extreme for almost everything that cannot be cap-
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tured as a purely cognitive aspect of human behaviour. More established but still
not concisely defined terms for the range of phenomena that make up the elements
of emotional life are “emotion-related states”, “affective states” and “pervasive emo-
tions”. Whatever term used, there is quite some agreement that apart from emergent
emotions the group of affective states includes moods, interpersonal stances, pref-
erences/attitudes, and affect disposition.

The envisaged scope of an emotion representation language clearly is concerned
with emotions in the broad sense, i.e. it should be able to deal with different
emotion-related states. Emergent emotions - not without reason also termed pro-
totypical emotional episodes - can be viewed as the archetypical affective states and
many emotional theories focus on emergent emotions. Empirical studies (Cowie et al. 2090)
(Wilhelm et al. 2004) on the other hand indicate that while there are almost no in-
stances where people report their state as completely unemotional, examples of
full-blown emergent emotions are really quite rare. As the majority of the ever
present emotional life consists of moods, stances towards objects and persons, and
altered states of arousal, these naturally should play an increasingly prominent role
in emotion-related computational applications and are thus clearly in the scope of
the representation language.

5.2 Core concepts and their role in the representation language

As stated above, although there is much disagreement on how best to theoretically
model emotions, there is a certain consensus on a number of components that do
play a role in the emotional life. The following list presents prominent concepts
that have been used by psychologists in their quest for describing emotions. It will
be evaluated whether and how these concepts are mirrored in the current list of
requirements.

A general heuristic in the design of a representation language for emotions is to
focus on those concepts that are observable in some way, thus hidden processes and
constructs that are defined conceptually and not experientially should not be part of
the representation.

Subjective component: Feelings. Feelings have not been mentioned in the re-
quirements at all. They are not to be explicitly included in the representation for the
moment being, as they are defined as internal states of the subject and are thus not
accessible to observation. Applications can be envisaged where feelings might be of
relevance in the future though, e.g. if self-reports are to be encoded. It should thus
be kept as an open issue whether to allow for an explicit representation of feelings
as a separate component in the future.

Cognitive component: Appraisals. As a reference to appraisal-related theories,
the OCC model (Ortony et al. 1988) which is especially popular in the computa-
tional domain, has been brought up in the use cases. In these models emotions are
elicited by a cognitive evaluation of perceived events or situations by a number of
checks along different dimensions (e.g. relevance, coping potential). No choice for
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the exact set of appraisal conditions is to be made here. An open issue is whether
models that make explicit predictions on the temporal ordering of appraisal checks
(Sander et al. 2005) should be encodable to that level of detail. In general, appraisals
are to be encoded in the representation language via attributing links to trigger ob-
jects. The encoding of other cognitive aspects, i.e. effects of emotions on the cogni-
tive system (memory, perception, etc.) is to be kept as an open issue.

Physiological component: Changes in heart-rate, breathing, sweating etc. obvi-
ously are a component of emergent emotions. They also are quite interconnected
with other components in this list. Feelings, e.g., can just be conceived as percep-
tion and classification of these physiological states, as in (James 1984). Physiology,
e.g. changes in the muscular tone, also account for changes of expressive features in
speech (prosody, articulatory precision) or in the appearance (posture, skin colour).
Physiological measures have been mentioned in the context of the use case of emo-
tion recognition. They are to be integrated in the representation via links to exter-
nally encoded measures conceptualised as “observable behaviour”.

Behavioural component: Action tendencies, such as the tendency to approach,
avoid, or reject are a central concept in the work of Frijda (Frijda 1986). Action
tendencies can be viewed as a link between the outcome of an appraisal process and
actual actions. It remains an issue of theoretical debate whether action tendencies, in
contrast to actions, are among the set of actually observable concepts. Nevertheless
these should be integrated in the representation language. This once again can be
achieved via the link mechanism, this time an attributed link can specify an action
tendency together with its object or target.

Expressive component: Expressions, which are most frequently studied in the
face, but also as signs in the voice, posture and gesture, play a central role in the
research tradition that relies on so called basic emotions, e.g. in the work of Ekman
(Ekman 1992). But for the sake of the representation language no stance needs to be
taken whether expressions are produced by innate mechanisms as proposed by evo-
lutionary models or are fundamentally communicative. Expressions are frequently
referred to in the requirements. There is agreement to not encode them directly but
again to make use of the linking mechanisms to observable behaviours.

Dimensional descriptions somehow cut across different components mentioned
so far. There is a rich tradition of models that describe emotions in terms of a
combination of typically two or three dimensions going back as far as Wundt
(Wundt 1905). Though there are differences in the concrete terminology, valence
(positive or negative, pleasantness) and activation (arousal, energy) are rather undis-
puted dimensions. Dimensions, however, are not only used as global descriptors for
emotions; typically, appraisals are formulated in terms of dimensions as well. Rus-
sell and Feldman Barrett (Russell and Feldman 1999) use dimensions for describing
feelings (core-affects in their terminology), and there are studies where dimensions
are used for statistically clustering lexical terms for emotions in different languages
(Mehrabian 1995) (Roesch et al. 2006). For the design of a representation language
it can thus be concluded that expressive means for dimensional encodings should be
made quite generally available.
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Category based descriptions, i.e. systems that make use of single terms such
as anger or fear for representing emotions, are appealingly simple and are of course
a prominent option in the envisaged representation. They are not without problems
though. As Cowie et al. (Cowie et al. 2090) spell out, these terms often lack concise
definitions, might be too unspecific, obscure the influence of the context etc. In a
theoretical context categorical descriptions are typically connected to theories that
tie emotions to basic innate neural systems and claim that there is a small number
of such basic emotions that are nicely reflected in everyday natural language terms.
In the context of a representation language for computational purposes, this strong
commitment to a certain psychological theory plays a less important role. Even
when using simple terms like fear, it still can be conceived as just a handy abbrevi-
ation for a complex process, where a subject encountering a bear in the woods initi-
ates the evaluation of a cascade of appraisal dimensions, experiences strong changes
in their physiological states, their perceptive and cognitive capabilities, feelings of
fear and develops not only an action tendency for fleeing but also performs this ac-
tion, while crying out in panic. Also, another researcher might use the label fear for
quite a different experience, for instance a user realising loss of sensible data. Good
use of meta information are hence required when using category based descriptions,
accurately describing the situation in which the emotion occurred.

Figure 1 summarises the way in which these components of emotion are related
to the requirements for an emotion markup language as summarised in Section 6.4.4.

Fig. 1 Overview of how components of emotions are to be linked to external representations.

5.3 Emergent emotions vs. other emotion-related states

In the start of this section it was elaborated that the scope of the representation
language should not be restricted to emergent emotions even though these have re-
ceived most attention so far. A positive aspect is that, although emergent emotions
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make up only a very small part of the emotion-related states, they nevertheless are
sort of archetypes. Representations developed for emergent emotions should be us-
able as a basis for the encoding of other important emotion-related states such as
moods and attitudes.

Scherer (Scherer 2000), who systematically defines relationships between emer-
gent emotions and other emotion-related states, supports this hypothesis. Scherer
is proposing a small set of so-called design features for characterising the various
kinds of affective state: intensity, duration, synchronisation, event focus, appraisal
elicitation, rapidity of change, and behavioural impact. For example, emergent emo-
tions are defined as having a strong direct impact on behaviour, high intensity, being
rapidly changing and short, are focussing on a triggering event and involve strong
appraisal elicitation. Moods, as another kind of emotion-related states, are described
using the same set of design features: they are characterised as not having a direct
impact on behaviour, being less intense, changing less quickly and lasting longer,
and not being directly tied to an eliciting event. In this framework, different types
of emotion-related states thus just arise from differences in the design features. In
technological contexts, however, descriptions will rarely reach this level of detail.
Therefore, the representation language should provide simple means for encoding
the type of an emotion related state explicitly.

6 Options for realisation in XML

This section addresses the question how a generic language to annotate and repre-
sent emotions should be realised syntactically. Such a language should be (i) easily
combined with other markup languages, and (ii) extensible in order to adapt it to
specific domains.

Several options are available. Given the fact that most recent markup languages
are defined in XML (eXtensible Markup Language), it appears to be a good choice
to formulate an emotion markup language in XML. An alternative to this is the
use of RDF (Resource Description Framework), a formalism for representing infor-
mation as subject-predicate-object expressions. RDF is particularly well-suited for
representing ontological structures, i.e. relations among entities. An XML formula-
tion of RDF exists, making the two alternatives non-exclusive. Another alternative
is the use of OWL (Ontology Web Language) which facilitates the representation
of ontologies (cf. Section 6.4.7) by providing additional vocabulary along with a
formal semantics. OWL adds more vocabulary for describing properties, classes of
concepts and their interrelationships. It is based on XML and RDF. Without aiming
to prejudge this question, the following discussion will focus on XML realisation.
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6.1 Flat vs. deep structures

The structure of annotation in a markup language can be flat or deep. Deep structures
have the advantage that the meaning of information is fully explicit in the structure;
however, this adds overhead which becomes a burden especially in simple cases.
Flat structures, on the other hand, can represent simple cases in a simple way, but
may become difficult to read for more complex annotations.

The HUMAINE EARL (Emotion Annotation and Representation Language) [24]
is an example of a flat structure. Its design was guided by the principle that “sim-
ple cases should look simple”. Indeed, the annotation of a picture with an emotion
category and intensity would be as simple as the following:

Example 5. Emotion category and intensity in EARL
<emotion xlink:href=“picture.jpg” category=“contentment” intensity=“0.7” />

When this annotation is to be enriched with additional annotations, such as the
appraisal “high goal conduciveness” and the dimensional ratings “positive and pas-
sive”, these are simply added to the list of attributes:

Example 6. Additional annotations in EARL
<emotion xlink:href=“picture.jpg” category=“contentment” intensity=“0.7”
goal conduciveness=“0.9” valence=“0.5” arousal=“-0.3” />

In such a structure, the meaning of the various attributes is implicit - the user
needs to know what they being doing, or else it is easy to mix things in an invalid
way.

A deep structure could help avoid this problem, e.g. by making the status of
category, dimension or appraisal of an annotation explicit, e.g.:

Example 7. Deep structure in EARL
<emotion>
<object xlink:href=“picture.jpg” />
<category intensity=“0.7”>contentment</category>
<appraisal>
<goal conduciveness>0.9</goal conduciveness>
</appraisal>
<dimensions>
<valence>0.5</valence>
<arousal>-0.3</arousal>
</dimensions>
</emotion>

In this example, the trade-off between simplicity and explicit structures becomes
clearly visible. The disambiguation of annotations is paid for by a more complicated
structure.

Which alternative is better to use remains to be seen. As both alternatives have all
their information embedded in one ¡emotion¿ tag, there is no difference regarding
their capabilities for being combined with other markup languages.
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7 Extensibility

The question of extensibility is a challenge with respect to the definition of any
standard. In the present case, where very different emotion representations are suit-
able in different circumstances, and sets of values are often domain-specific, the
challenge is particularly marked.

The simplest solution to providing this kind of flexibility would be to leave the
sets of values open. It would provide maximum flexibility, but on the other hand
would make it impossible to verify that the markup is correct and meaningful.

The HUMAINE EARL specification has proposed a more controllable method
for defining custom sets of values. It allows users to “plug in” their own, tailor-
made sets of emotion categories, dimensions and/or appraisals. Technically, this is
achieved by splitting the EARL schema design in four parts: for any given EARL
“dialect”, the EARL base schema, which defines the structure of EARL documents,
is complemented by three small schemas defining the set of categories, dimensions
and/or appraisals to be used. In this way, the EARL is actually conceived as a family
of EARL dialects - all of them sharing a common structure, but each with its own
set of valid values and identified by its own XML namespace. As a “default” EARL
language, a set of 48 categories, three dimensions and 19 appraisals were proposed.
These can be used when there are no specific requirements to go beyond them.

An alternative approach may be for the markup to indicate, as an attribute value,
a namespace to be used for validating substructures. This approach was used in
the W3C working draft language EMMA (extensible multimodal annotation) in its
¡emma:model¿ mechanism: A namespace reference can be used to indicate the pos-
sible substructures of an ¡emma:interpretation¿ element. This mechanism appears to
be more flexible, but also to introduce more overhead compared to the HUMAINE
EARL approach.

8 Ontologies of emotion descriptions

In an emotion representation language, different emotion representations need to be
made possible because no preferred representation has yet emerged for all types of
use. Instead, the most suitable representation to use depends on the application. As
a result, complex systems such as many foreseeable real-world applications will re-
quire some information about (1) the relationships between the concepts used in one
description, and about (2) the relationships between different descriptions. In order
to enable components in complex systems to work together even though they use
different emotion representations, an emotion markup language should be comple-
mented with a mapping mechanism based on ontologies of emotion descriptions.

The concepts in an emotion description are usually not independent, but are re-
lated to one another. For example, emotion words may form a hierarchy, as sug-
gested e.g. by prototype theories of emotions. For example, Shaver et al. (Shaver et al. 1987)
classified cheerfulness, zest, contentment, pride, optimism enthrallment and relief
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as different kinds of joy, irritation, exasperation, rage, disgust, envy and torment as
different kinds of anger, etc.

Such structures, be they motivated by emotion theory or by application-specific
requirements, may be an important complement to the representations in an emotion
markup language. In particular, they would allow for a mapping from a larger set of
categories to a smaller set of higher-level categories.

Different emotion representations (e.g., categories, dimensions, and appraisals)
are not independent; rather, they describe different parts of the “elephant”, of the
phenomenon emotion. However, from a scientific point of view, it will not always be
possible to define such mappings. For example, the mapping between categories and
dimensions will only work in one direction. Emotion categories, understood as short
labels for complex states, can be located on emotion dimensions representing core
properties; but a position in emotion dimension space is ambiguous with respect to
many of the specific properties of emotion categories, and can thus only be mapped
to generic super-categories.

Similarly, it may be possible to define a mapping from categories to appraisals,
when categories are understood as “shortcuts” for appraisal configurations. In the
opposite direction, however, many appraisal combinations will not be associated
with any category in an exact manner; instead, they may be “similar” to one or more
categories.

The mapping mechanism required here could easily become as complex as the
field of emotion theory itself, and the attempt to define such mappings could end up
as an interminable discussion about theoretical notions. Pragmatically, however, a
subset of possible mappings may be defined, at least in application-specific ways,
and the concrete needs of applications may be a suitable guideline for the definition
of a mapping mechanism, helping to avoid the pitfall of getting stuck in theoretical
debate.

9 Conclusion and Outlook

This chapter has described a number of basic considerations that should be ad-
dressed by an emotion markup language. We have briefly reviewed existing work,
pointing out the potential benefits of a reusable standard “plug in” representation
of emotions and related states. We have described the compilation of a rich set of
requirements from use cases in the W3C Emotion Incubator Group, and have com-
pared the work with scientific descriptions of emotion. This comparison has shown
that many aspects studied in the literature are also relevant for the technological use
cases envisaged, whereas some aspects of high scientific importance, such as feel-
ing, play only a limited role. Finally, we have pointed out basic design choices avail-
able for the syntactic realisation of an emotion representation, notably in terms of a
flat or deep structure, and have pointed out the potential use of emotion ontologies
for the interoperability of components using different types of emotion descriptors.
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The considerations described here are a solid basis for the development of an
emotion markup specification. While various aspects may need to be simplified in
view of implementability, the present collection is valuable as an outline of the ac-
tual complexity of the phenomenon and should be able to serve as a guideline for
future standardisation activities in the area of representing emotions and related
states.
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